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About This Game

Please note that this game is currently in Alpha state.

STIMULATE YOUR BUILDER'S DESIRE

Feelin is an artistic world-building sandbox game.

Build your imagination world with simple wood resources, for example, wood house, tower, sea port base, famous architectures.
Also capture your world scenes and enjoy sharing your lovely scenes and artistic architectures on Community/SNS.
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Here is your sandbox.

Features

Creative building mode

One small island and beautiful ocean world

Move, rotate, place and stack resources

Simple operation by keyboard and mouse

Single play mode
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Title: Feelin
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Feelin Games
Publisher:
Feelin Games
Release Date: 22 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: 2.6 GHz Dual Core or similar

Memory: ４ GB RAM

DirectX: Version 12

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse and Keyboard

English
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Its unfinished and not ready to be bought yet.. This can't be called a game. Like another reviewer said, it's nothing more than a
tech demo, and a pretty empty and disappointing one at that. There is a lot of potetntial here. There needs to be more content,
there needs to something to actually do, and building things needs to be made much, MUCH easier than it currently is. It's just
frustrating right now to try and create anything, and I'm sure the point of this "game" is not to cause frustration. I would
recommend purchasing only if you're feeling generous and want to support the devs in creating something that's better. But if
you're looking for something usable, unfortnuately I can't recommend this. When it is finished, if it is ever finished, it may be a
great buy. As of right now, it is not a great game.
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